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brainmates: My first twitter chat! Join us to hear what @steven_haines has to say about best in class #prodmgmt  

cindyfsolomon: Today's discussion: Best in Class Product Management 10 questions http://on.fb.me/fejaT0  

cindyfsolomon: Join us at twebevent http://bit.ly/dTTbk8 (expand) to automatically add hashtag and follow tweet 
stream 

ProdMgmtTalk: RT @cindyfsolomon: Have you had a chance to review 10 Best in class product management 
questions to discuss in 20 minutes http://on.fb.me/fejaT0 

barrypaquet: Wow! Just checked out the upcoming #prodmgmt speakers – packed with #prodmgmt All-Stars! 

Steven_Haines: Good afternoon all... 

cindyfsolomon: @Steven_Haines Welcome! Adrienne and I are on skype audio and we have a couple of other PMs 
waiting to tweet with you! 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines howdy! excited for today :) 

HakanKilic: @cindyfsolomon #prodmgmttalk Cindy I have to admit, you're the first I've ever seen use a QR image for 
a profile pic :) very cool. 

brainmates: @barrypaquet There's more to come - so many fab #prodmgmt speakers 

nickcoster: Hello product managers! #prodmgmttalk  

cindyfsolomon: @HakanKilic Thanks! 

sehlhorst: @nickcoster hi nick! 

cindyfsolomon: Behind the scenes: Steven Haines talking about his next book... 

piplzchoice: #prodmgmttalk Hello everyone. Hello Cindy. How long was this chat going? 

cindyfsolomon: @piplzchoice Welcome! The chat is starting officially in 5 minutes! Preparations happening behind 
the scenes! 

prodmgmttalk: Counting down to start in 4 minutes... 

launchclinic: Hi everyone! 

nickcoster: @Steven_Haines I am enjoying your book via kindle on the iphone and ipad. The physical book is heavy! 

launchclinic: Hey Nick. Hey Adrienne. How is sunny Sydney? 

Steven_Haines: Nick - can't turn over page on electronic book. 
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sehlh
orst: 

@nickcoster darnit! i've been avoiding getting a kindle. now i fear I have a good reason. searchable? 

brainmates: @launchclinic Its cool today! Thank god 

launchclinic: @brainmates At least you're in the dry part. 

ProdMgmtTalk: RT @cindyfsolomon: 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 Ta da! Welcome to the first weekly Global Product 
Management Talk on Twitter! 

Steven_Haines: stop typing behind my back 

brainmates: @launchclinic Absolutely. At least we are dry! 

nickcoster: Tweetchat has a 10 sec default delay. You can reduce it to 5 secs. using "Refresh Speed" slider. 

cindyfsolomon: I'm honored to welcome our colleagues @brainmates from Australia and Steven_Haines acclaimed 
author of the PMDR 

Steven_Haines: Hi Everyone! Let's get started. 

Steven_Haines: I hope you had a chance to take a look at the questions I posted. 

cindyfsolomon: @nickcoster thank you for info on reducing lag on Tweetchat 

Steven_Haines: First question... or variant... What do you do to gain insight into your markets? 

Steven_Haines: Besides using binoculars? 

cindyfsolomon: 1st question: what actions to get insights into markets? 10 questions http://on.fb.me/fejaT0 

Steven_Haines: So many people talk about insight... but when it comes down to it... do you really? 

brainmates: To gain insights, quantitative analysis, customer interviews, focus groups, competitor review... 

nickcoster: 1) Make sure there is a definition of who we THINK the market is. Then make sure we can find someone 
who fits the definition. 

cindyfsolomon: The actions I take depends on the lifecycle of the product - if there are already customers or 
competitors 

Steven_Haines: Yes - but to gain insight means you have to 'see' 

piplzchoice: @Steven_Haines A1 Deep analysis of customer feedback and word of mouth 

launchclinic: My favorite are Win/Loss calls. Since most of my efforts on GTM. Amazing what you can learn. 

piplzchoice: RT @launchclinic: My favorite are Win/Loss calls. Since most of my efforts on GTM. Amazing what you 
can learn. #prodmgmttalk Agree 

Steven_Haines: But what does deep analysis entail? 

http://on.fb.me/fejaT0
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cindyfsolomon: Ideally visiting the customer and standing over their shoulder as they use the product so they can use 
their own words 

launchclinic: @cindyfsolomon Great for using criteria. But what about buying criteria? 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines to me - understanding target personas - problems they want to (pay to) solve, and 
msging that works for them 

brainmates: After you do your initital research, spend time "seeing" results 

Steven_Haines: You're all talking about methods... I'm talking about something else... 

piplzchoice: @Steven_Haines read and interpret customer experience. Then quantify. 

nickcoster: 2) Watch what people are doing with product that they were never designed for and find out what they 
were trying to do. 

sehlhorst: @nickcoster I also want to understand the future of the market, not just the present 

Steven_Haines: If you know me, and if you were me, what do you think I might say? 

Steven_Haines: Ok.... so here's the deal 

Steven_Haines: Insight means to see beyond the visible.... 

Steven_Haines: First - you have to divide the market into its pieces.. 

Steven_Haines: Industry, competitors, and customers... 

Steven_Haines: Insights are derived when you see, observe, feel, or sense 

nickcoster: It's obvious but, ask "why" like a 4 year old. Ask "why" till it hurts. Ask "why" until you find something 
unexpected. 

Steven_Haines: The big deal is "What does it all mean?" "Why do people do what they do?" 

Steven_Haines: Scott- understanding a target persona is a method... 

sehlhorst: @nickcoster why? :) 

Steven_Haines: Nick's getting somewhere.... "why" analysis is a cool tool. 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines agreed. i think of Ind/Comp/Cust as _aspects_ of market, and personas as prefrd UCD 
tool to undrstnd Cust 

brainmates: @Steven_Haines Do you think the danger of your def of insights is that everyone will have a different 
interpretation? 

Steven_Haines: Insight means you "see" into the situation of the three dynamics of the "market" 
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sehlhorst: @brainmates I wouldn't call it "danger" - I would say "skill matters" and it isn't formulaic 

Steven_Haines: Aspects of the market drive insights. Insights stimulate thought. Thought stimulates strategy. 

sehlhorst: RT @Steven_Haines: Aspects of the market drive insights. Insights stimulate thought. Thought stimulates 
strategy. 

Steven_Haines: The skill required is the "thinking" skill. 

brainmates: @sehlhorst And I think that not every product manager has the "skill" to derive good insights 

nickcoster: Ouch! See what i mean.. Because asking "why" digs into basic intent and cuts through the features that 
describe "how". 

HakanKilic: @brainmates #prodmgmttalk Since insight will eventually be used to build reasoning for a product 
decision, how to get insight can differ 

sehlhorst: "Distilling insight from the vapour of nuance" - Neil Stephenson _Snow Crash_ - one of my FAV quotes 

Steven_Haines: Even if you think you can characterize a customer, you still have to think about it and what it means. 

Steven_Haines: Precisely - so you need to get your data from many places, and very often 

brainmates: @sehlhorst Not everyone can do that! Can we make gathering insights "foolproof"? 

Steven_Haines: ... and that's where many PMs and marketers fall down... they're not spending the time and are short 
on the skill 

Ycnt_ibdonlyjen: Great question!! RT @cindyfsolomon: But how do you validate your insights so they are not 
"subjective"? 

sehlhorst: @cindyfsolomon don't think you can. you can give yourself confidence with stats/data, but judgement skill 
is still reqd 

Steven_Haines: I like the distilling insight from the vapor.. that's kind of the key 

Steven_Haines: You also can't do it alone.. 

nickcoster: @sehlhorst re _Snow Crash_ it pays to listen to Reason. (nerd aside.) 

sehlhorst: @brainmates can gathering market insight be made foolproof? I don't think so (wld love to be wrong) 

Steven_Haines: validating insights? Excellent point. 

brainmates: @Ycnt_ibdonlyjen Hi Jen! Thanks for coming 

brainmates: @sehlhorst Surely there must be some way to 'train' people to gain better insights 

Steven_Haines: Gathering insights is like learning to be a surgeon. 
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Steven_Haines: or a plumber 

launchclinic: Think of gaining market insights as a lifestyle change. Not a project. 

HakanKilic: #prodmgmttalk To avoid subjectivity, make sure insight is comparable (to past trends), justifiable (can 
explain process used), repeatable 

Steven_Haines: You need to do it a lot. Many of you have really good suggestions - imagine if 5 people got to do a 
customer visit? 

sehlhorst: @brainmates market insight: I think you can train 'look in the right places' and 'ask good Qs' but not 'distill 
insight' 

nickcoster: re Foolproof? No people are too complicated, and extrapolating from one to many will always introduce 
error. 

cindyfsolomon: @launchclinic so its an ongoing shift in perspective to gain marketing insights? 

Steven_Haines: Looking for clues in all the wrong places (isn't that a song?) 

nickcoster: re foolproof: but it doesn't have to be foolish either.... 

HakanKilic: @Steven_Haines #prodmgmttalk 5 people at the same time? That's a high cost of sale, no? 

Steven_Haines: PMs need to do a better job of stimulating thought and discussions around all aspects of the 
"market" 

brainmates: @HakanKilic @Steven_Haines Better to do it early on in the process then when product is developed 

sehlhorst: @HakanKilic 5 people is not a lot if thinking multi-sale. also not much for enterprise sales 

Steven_Haines: In many companies, it's being done in too many places... so someone needs to synchronize and 
document insights and evidence 

launchclinic: @cindyfsolomon Agreed. And it doesn't have to be a huge deal. Start small and get a win. Go from 
there. 

DavidWLocke: @Steven_Haines Their learning to be took them a long time. How would a PM cut through that? Both 
parties learning diverged. 

sehlhorst: @brainmates gaining insight late - maybe spins off into _innovator's dilemma_ tangent? 

Steven_Haines: Time for another topic. 

Steven_Haines: Let's go to Q4. What's the most important thing you ever learned from analyzing market data? 

HakanKilic: @sehlhorst #prodmgmttalk Agreed, as part of a sales cycle, but how many PM's get to have 4 other pple 
gathering insight at the same time 
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sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines that our (curr.&prosp) customers were reinventing themselves, making our 
expensive&valuable prod. Irrelevant 

Steven_Haines: SO what did you do? 

sehlhorst: @HakanKilic none that I know (yet). still having at least one person on "input only" is a great BA technique 
- like the idea 

launchclinic: LOL. That's easy. I confirmed I didn't have a market for a product I inherited. Killed it. Not popular. 

cindyfsolomon: Learned from analyzing market data - to stop supporting Mac users and focus on Windows users - 
painful decision 

Steven_Haines: Launchclinic... that's the ticket! 

brainmates: @launchclinic I've done that before :) 

barrypaquet: Q4 Answer: What NOT to build 

launchclinic: Oh was I popular with the dev team. LOL 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines got out of that business :(. shame, too - cld have developed different approach. lesson 
learned for me! 

nickcoster: Learning that the original target market for a product was not the right target market. (Online dating 
product) 

Steven_Haines: Did anyone ever wonder if they got their data too late? Delayed reaction? Lack of anticipation? 

HakanKilic: @launchclinic #prodmgmttalk How did you "kill" it? Very interested in understanding your executive 
communication strategy used 

cindyfsolomon: Q4: What is the most important thing you’ve ever learned from good market data? 

Steven_Haines: One thing I did once? I fired a customer! 

sehlhorst: RT @HakanKilic: @launchclinic #prodmgmttalk How did you "kill" it? Very interested in understanding your 
executive comm strategy used 

launchclinic: @HakanKilic Data. No one likes a loser and shareholders don't want you to waste money. 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines re: data too late - what do you mean? (re-explain pls) 

brainmates: Learning the hard way... for us... making sure we don't sell to the wrong customer. Can never make them 
happy 

Steven_Haines: Also, another thing I did... I figured out that product marketing wasn't able to do their job! 
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HakanKilic: @launchclinic #prodmgmttalk Loser from revenue (market dried up or moved) or not enough margins to 
meet company objectives? 

sehlhorst: @brainmates we call em "Toxic Customers" in ATX 

HakanKilic: RT @Steven_Haines: Also, another thing I did... I figured out that product marketing wasn't able to do 
their job! #prodmgmttalk haha outch! 

launchclinic: @HakanKilic Not enough of a market segment to make it a business (top or bottom line). 

HakanKilic: @launchclinic #prodmgmttalk Great, thanks! 

Steven_Haines: When Prod Mktg didn't cut it, I hired PMs but made 'em do research. 

brainmates: @sehlhorst I like that description! 

Steven_Haines: Did anyone ever combine market research and financial data to make a more informed decision? 

launchclinic: @HakanKilic It met the coolness acid test but not the business acid test. Thanks. 

Steven_Haines: Is that like the electric kool-aid acid test? 

brainmates: @Steven_Haines In your model, does the PM do the job of Product Marketing? 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines combined market data & financial models before, 'zat what you meant? 

HakanKilic: @Steven_Haines #prodmgmttalk Wish the "business acid test" was used more often by more people. Not 
all problems should be solved by you. 

DavidWLocke: @sehlhorst @Steven_Haines Data arrives independent of the arrival of the decision. 

sehlhorst: RT @launchclinic: @HakanKilic It met the coolness acid test but not the business acid test. Thanks. 
#prodmgmttalk [needs both] 

sehlhorst: RT @HakanKilic: #prodmgmttalk Wish the "business acid test" was used more often by more people. Not 
all problems should be solved by you. 

brainmates: @Steven_Haines Don't we call that a business case?? Financial models + market data 

cindyfsolomon: Wish the "business acid test" was used more often by more people. Not all problems should be 
solved by PM alone 

Steven_Haines: So back to the question about financials and market data 

Steven_Haines: The BC is a good melding document, but so is the strategy document! 
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sehlhorst: RT @brainmates: @Steven_Haines Don't we call that a business case?? financial models + market data 
#prodmgmttalk [i called it that] 

HakanKilic: #prodmgmttalk Ah the business acid test, found a funny pic ;) 
http://lysergia_2.tripod.com/MerryPranksters/AcidTestBusinessCard_bw.jpg 

Steven_Haines: funny pic 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines I started with your strategy grid then combined financial & market data to make 
proposal. your grid rocks! 

Steven_Haines: I for one, was always in a constant state of evaluating market impacts on the product's biz 
performance. 

Steven_Haines: @sehlhorst - love that grid!! That's where I was going. 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines possible market shifts?  

cindyfsolomon: Here's when to use the BCG chart shows biz and mrkt data http://bit.ly/dLTqQh 

brainmates: @sehlhorst @Steven_Haines I need to check out your rocking strategy grid :) 

Steven_Haines: Don't confuse it with the other 'grid' :-) 

HakanKilic: @cindyfsolomon #prodmgmttalk Bah tweetdeck mangled the URL, here it is http://bit.ly/hLe57i 

Steven_Haines: @sehlhorst - the retro is good... the right side... future is the fun part (but scary)...although retro's 
could be scary too 

sehlhorst: @HakanKilic MUCH funnier now :) 

Steven_Haines: @sehlhorst glad you laughed. 

Steven_Haines: for the 'grid' look on page 236 of the pmdr 

cindyfsolomon: Pull out your Product Manager's Desk Reference, turn to page 236 for retrospective 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines RE: future market shifts - i've only done 'bottoms-up' approach to speculation - is there a 
top-down approach? 

Steven_Haines: Let's talk about using market data to influence others 

Steven_Haines: Top down? Yes... different venue... 

HakanKilic: RT @cindyfsolomon: Pull out your PMs Desk Reference, turn to pg 236 for retrospective #prodmgmttalk is 
it bad that book is right on my desk? 

 

http://lysergia_2.tripod.com/MerryPranksters/AcidTestBusinessCard_bw.jpg
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sehlhorst: @sehlhorst I do (1) how do persona's perceptions of problem/value (KANO) change & (2) technology 
disruption Gedanken exp. 

sehlhorst: @HakanKilic bookshelf for me - but within reach :) 

brainmates: @Steven_Haines when you have market data stakeholders should follow 

brainmates: @sehlhorst You're way too clever :) 

HakanKilic: @sehlhorst #prodmgmttalk so is linda's book and a few others :) 

cindyfsolomon: @HakanKilic Rather it's great, especially in this context! 

sehlhorst: @brainmates "should" should be in quotes :) 

cindyfsolomon: @HakanKilic @sehlhorst You have a wonderful PM library at your fingertips 

HakanKilic: RT @Steven_Haines: Let's talk about using market data to influence others #prodmgmttalk Very different 
for dev audience, execs or others 

Steven_Haines: How often to PMs present market/biz/product "updates" to the rest of the team? 

Steven_Haines: Everyone should have a good pm library. Lots of good stuff 

sdwoodford: RT @cindyfsolomon: Here's when to use the BCG chart shows biz and mrkt data http://bit.ly/dLTqQh 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines update freq: for me - monthly up, weekly down, daily to peers and collaborators 

HakanKilic: @Jim_Holland #prodmgmttalk Hey jim, didn't see you join. So can someone create market data, or just 
collect market data? 

sehlhorst: @sdwoodford would Mercedes be a 'dog' in the BCG chart? 

sehlhorst: @HakanKilic sneaky question! 

Steven_Haines: @sehlhorst - the cool thing is that when you're sharing, people will tend to want to pay attention 

HakanKilic: @sdwoodford #prodmgmttalk First time I saw cash cows in the BCG matrix in business school, I ordered a 
filet mignon... 

Steven_Haines: Create market data? Like out of thin air? 

sehlhorst: @HakanKilic I think BCG grid needs another axis - for profitability. 

Steven_Haines: How to lose credibility and blow it? make it up! How to earn empowerment - harness data and drive 
your business. 

sehlhorst: @Jim_Holland @Steven_haines - think of 'create' in terms of 'change the market, on purpose' not 
fabricate 

http://bit.ly/dLTqQh
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HakanKilic: @Steven_Haines #prodmgmttalk Too many times I see market data that uses sophisticated collection 
methods and r biased -and no one can tell 

sehlhorst: RT @HakanKilic: #prodmgmttalk Too many times I see market data that uses sophist. collection methods 
and r biased -and no one can tell 

Steven_Haines: Market data = industry + competitor + competitive product + market segments + customer targets 

ProdMgmtTalk: @barrypaquet missing your participation at #prodmgmttalk 

Steven_Haines: So every pm and marketer needs to harness i + c + cp + ms + ct and make a story about it! I call it 
"Market story" 

brainmates: @jim_holland Market data = competitive info, customer info, industry numbers and trends 

sehlhorst: @Jim_Holland sure - _but_ customer is user/buyer/influencer/decisionmaker - and _positioning_ CAN 
change customer there4 mkt 

Steven_Haines: Market stories provide themes, and gives reason to insanity 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines Stealing (but attributing) your formula for some stuff I'm writing. thanks! 

Steven_Haines: @sehlhorst - I have had to use that formula for many people of late 

launchclinic: Sadly we don't always have the data we need. The only way to get it is on your own, especially in 
emerging mkts. 

DavidWLocke: @Jim_Holland @HakanKilic Some statistical techniques do exactly that model observed data with 
generated data. 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines got any synonyms for 'market theme'? i've got term collision with scrum backlogs 

sehlhorst: @launchclinic yup. @brioneja has done some interesting research on emerging/innovation mkts in specific 

Steven_Haines: I am looking for people to write 1st person articles. http://bit.ly/cFWh2y 

HakanKilic: @sehlhorst #prodmgmttalk I still like good ol' trusted term Problem Statement, but there's lots of parts to 
it, as @Steven_Haines mentions 

launchclinic: Beware the guy in your company who says he knows everything about the market because he used to 
work in it. Epic fail. 

barrypaquet: @ProdMgmtTalk Enjoying the conversation from a distance (the dinner table :)) 

ProdMgmtTalk: @brioneja will be speaking in a couple of weeks: Speaker Schedule http://bit.ly/gV5xsM 

brainmates: @launchclinic Agree!! Agree!! 

Steven_Haines: Best insight you ever got? 

http://bit.ly/cFWh2y
http://bit.ly/gV5xsM
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cindyfsolomon: @barrypaquet We're all from a distance: 7400 miles from Australia to San Francisco 

launchclinic: Moving to Scottsdale, AZ. Best winters ever. 

cindyfsolomon: Best insights: users preferred an older version to updated feature 

HakanKilic: @Steven_Haines #prodmgmttalk Best Insight? More people than you'd think can't tell they are talking to 
a machine in voice rec systems! 

cindyfsolomon: @launchclinic best insight? 

Steven_Haines: Anyone else? 

brainmates: Best insights: people learn to use product even if product not the most intuitive  

DavidWLocke: @Jim_Holland Gut instinct---Ass umption. 

sehlhorst: @Steven_Haines [large market segment] was 'underparticipating' in channel, _because_ it did not address 
unique needs. 

sehlhorst: @sehlhorst because the channel/industry/no-one addressed the needs of the segment, that is 

cindyfsolomon: Thank you for joining us to launch our first Global Product Management Talk! 

sehlhorst: @Jim_Holland make a note to call @launchclinic in august. then we'll feel better 

HakanKilic: @cindyfsolomon Great first sessions for #prodmgmttalk thanks! 

sehlhorst: RT @HakanKilic: @cindyfsolomon Great first sessions for #prodmgmttalk thanks! ditto! 

cindyfsolomon: Your feedback is appreciated! We encourage you to blog about your experience and invite others to 
join us next week 

Steven_Haines: Ok.... I hope everyone had a good session. 

Steven_Haines: Don't forget to tune in to @sehlhorst next week 

brainmates: @Steven_Haines Thank you for your time. We look forward to having you back 

product_guy: Great session. Thank you. 

sehlhorst: @cindyfsolomon was looking for the speaker schedule. guess I don't need it now :) see y'all next week - 
this rocks! 

Steven_Haines: RT @Steven_Haines: I am looking for people to write 1st person articles.http://bit.ly/cFWh2y 

cindyfsolomon: Also, please follow everyone's twitter handles to connect between now and next week! 

DavidWLocke: @sehlhorst June is hot enough in AZ. 
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DavidWLocke: @Jim_Holland @sehlhorst Phoenix worse that Tucson. Tucson is not steamy. Burnt is ok. Steamy, no 
thanks. 

johnpeltier: Bah! Worked out thru the inaugural 

chrisboothe: RT @launchclinic: Sadly we don't always have the data we need. The only way to get it is on your own, 
especially in emerging mkts. 

brainmates: @johnpeltier Join us next week with @sehlhorst 

productgirl_a: @brainmates Yes, and may even get angry with you if you try to change it to make it more intuitive for 
non-users! 

brainmates: Summary of 1st #prodmgmttalk. Best in Class Product Management http://bit.ly/e6y1V5 

 

 

http://bit.ly/e6y1V5

